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SHELF DISPLAY — Scanstrip Accessories 

SHELF WOBBLER 
Light weight plastic wobblers have an adhesive pad at each end.          
Attach one end to the shelf and add a promotional card to the other end. 
Card will hang parallel to the shelf.  150mm long,  Packs of 100  
    
DA-WC 

 

  

HINGED DATA 90 DEGREE POS 
GRIP  
Holds a small ticket at 90° to  
Scanstrip.  
Flips up out of the way when stock 
is removed from shelf.     
Packs of 20  
 
DA-PGDF 

HINGED DATA POS GRIP      
Holds a small ticket parallel to 
scanstrip.  
Flips up out of the way as stock is 
removed from shelf. 
Packs of  20 
      
DA-PGDS 
 

PARALLEL CLIPS  
These tiny economical clips simply 
slide over the top edge of Scanstrip 
and hold a small ticket firmly in 
position.    
Packs of 500          
  
SC-25 

COMPUTER DATA TICKETS  (Packs of 200 sheets) 
Perforated A4 pages of blank tickets for computer printed price ticketing. 
Fits Scanstrip.  Custom Tickets available in Production Quantities 
 
70 x 25 mm   (33 per sheet)   white      LD-CT7025 
70 x 25 mm   (33 per sheet)   yellow      LD-CTY7025 
90 x 25 mm   (22 per sheet)   white      LD-CT9025 
90 x 25 mm   (22 per sheet)   yellow      LD-CTY9025 
90 x 39mm   (14 per sheet)  white      LD-CT9039 
Custom Tickets available in Production Quantities 

 
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

SCANSTRIP OPENER   
Small plastic tool for opening Scanstrip to insert tickets.  
Ideal for refrigerated areas where Scanstrip is harder to open, or where 
the correct Scanstrip opening technique, (front pressure on the bottom  
of the strip), cannot be used.  73mm (L) x 20mm (W) x 10mm (D). 
ELF-SPFT 
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420mm 

455mm 

Features: 

Clear, flexible PVC mat 

Divider slots every 10mm 

26mm ticket channel front 

Full clarity to see products 

Angled front for easy visibility 

Ribbed dividers for extra strength 

Dividers push in easily. 

Adjustable divider positioning 

High & Low divider options 

Curved edges for safety. 

No minimum pack quantities. 

RIBBED MAT with cutting 
perforations at 190mm & 240mm 
M-RTRAY       

LOW DIVIDER 
380 x 25mm 
M-FRLD    

HIGH DIVIDER  
380 x 120mm 
M-FRHD    

MARY TRAY 

The light globe section in a  
hardware store, both before,  
and after the installation of                              

Mary Tray Shelf Management System. 
 

A simple and economical presentation solution. 

SHELF DISPLAY — Shelf Management 


